
The Splash 

   Well here we are at the begin-

ning of another year.  February is 

here and winter snow has finally 

descended upon us.  As I write 

this I can see the 4” of snow blan-

keting the ground outside that we 

received last night.  For those of 

you that love winter we hope you 

are enjoying the cold and snow.  

For those of us that have been 

counting down the days until 

spring since the first day of winter, 

take heart we are almost there.  

The light is beginning to shine at 

the end of the tunnel.  Gardening 

catalogs have been arriving 

with increasing frequency so I 

know spring is on its way! 

   We know that now is not a 

great time to think pools but 

what better time to dream 

about sitting poolside watching 

the kids and grandkids splash 

in the water and soaking up the 

sun.   

  We have been booking open-

ings for awhile now and we do 

not want you to miss out on 

even one great day of swim-

ming.  We would recommend 

calling now to set up a tenta-

tive time for us to open the 

pool.   

   This year we are looking at 

some great new Variable Speed 

Pump with Automation com-

binations.  If you are looking 

to save money on your electri-

cal and being able to control 

your lighting, pump, heater or 

even outdoor lighting with 

your phone this is a great op-

tion. 

   As in the past we will be 

offering our early buy chemical 

sale the last 2 weeks of March.  

If you will not be home during 

that time, you can place your 

order in advance and we will 

honor the discount.   

   We look forward to seeing 

everyone and we hope that 

2018 is your best year yet! 

Welcome to 2018! 
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Start Up Highlights 

 Open pool before water 

temp raises above 58° 

 Clean cover of debris & 

water before opening 

 Don’t put a chlorine 

puck in the skimmer 

before shocking 

   New for 2018 Hayward is combining the 

efficiency of variable speed pump with the 

convenience of automation to control up to 4 

devices.  The VS Omni variable speed pumps 

are the easiest, most affordable way to add 

convenient scheduling and smart control to 

your pool.  Easily installed in existing pools, 

they control up to 4 products (lights, heater, 

pump, etc.) and integrate seamlessly with most 

brands of equipment.  With 4 pump models to 

choose from there is a pump to fit every pool. 

   All 4 pump models come with the variable 

speed pump, VS Omni Hub, Smart Relay and 

Control Pad.  The Omni Hub provides pool 

NEW Variable Speed 
Pump with Automation 

Early Buy Chemical Sale 

Bring in this coupon 

to save 15%* off   

early buy chemicals 

 March 19th—31st, 2018 

*Less 3% for credit card purchases.  

 Receive full discount for cash, check or 

debit purchases. 
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   D&L Pools continues to expand our mainte-

nance water testing route.  In 2017, we added a  

second mobile lab to our service routes this year 

to help keep up with the demand. 

  We offer a full range of water testing and treat-

ing services.  We can test only and leave instruc-

tions.  We can test and treat the pool while we 

are there.  D&L Pools services in ground pools, 

above ground pools, and spas.  Vacuuming is 

also a service that our mobile lab offers.  Going 

on vacation and need someone to watch the 

pool?  We can do that too.  Our mobile lab is 

fully stocked with chemicals and some mainte-

nance equipment so we can fulfill our customers 

needs while we are onsite.   

   Need chemicals and don’t have time to 

come to the store?  We can deliver your 

order to your house for you.  D&L Pools 

offers weekly, every other week, or 

monthly testing and vacuuming.  You pick 

the services you want and when you want 

them.  Start and stop at any time during 

the season. 

   Our mobile service starts around the 

first part of April, weather dependent, and 

runs until the end of October.   

   As Central Illinois’ only mobile service 

we take pride in offering this unique, time- 

saving service to our customers.  We want 

you to spend the time you have available 

enjoying your pool.  If you’re interested 

in this service, contact our office for a 

copy of the contract or visit our website 

at dandlpools.com/contracts-and-forms 

      

 

have noticed that your pool 

has turned cloudy green and it 

doesn’t matter what you dump 

in the changes don’t last...that 

could be nitrates.  While phos-

phates are more common to 

our area and can create the 

same look to the pool it’s pos-

sible that nitrates are the cul-

prit.  Nitrates are a food source 

for algae and encourage their 

growth.  Nitrates turn your 

pool green from the algae ex-

plosion.  High amounts of 

nitrates will keep algae growing 

regardless of your effort to kill 

   First of all what are nitrates?  

Nitrates are a naturally occurring 

organic contaminant to pools, 

similar to phosphates.  Nitrates 

can come in two forms, nitrates 

and nitrites, and both can cause 

big issues with the pool.    

   What do nitrates do?  If you 

them using any amounts of 

shock and algaecide.   

   Where do nitrates come 

from?  Nitrates are plentiful in 

nature and could easily be in-

troduced to the pool through 

wind, rain, animals and swim-

mers.  Nitrates can also come 

from fertilizers, birds and other 

wildlife, pets (nitrates from 

fertilizers and plants attach to 

fur and disperse in the water) 

and human wastes such as 

cosmetics, body oils, sweat, 

lotions, shampoo and urine 

among other things.   

Mobile Lab Service—”Our Store to Your Door” 

Nitrates...Do I have them? 

   Living in Central Illinois we are 

graced with hard water in most loca-

tions.  How would this affect my spa 

you might wonder?  When you get into 

your tub do you feel a sandpapery 

gritty feel to the walls and seats?  This 

is the calcium that has come out of the 

water and attached to your tub.  

   Why does the calcium attach to the 

tub?  You will find this happens when 

the pH of the water runs high.  The 

combination of high pH and hard wa-

ter makes the calcium fall out of suspension 

and attach to not only the shell of the spa but 

to your internal components such as the heat-

ing elements as well.   

   What can you do to correct the problem?  

The first thing you need to do is to get the 

pH down around 7.2 to 7.4 this will help the 

calcium to release from the shell slowly.  

Once you have the pH down you can also 

add some Stain and Scale to the water weekly 

to help the calcium to break down even faster 

and prevent further build up. 

Energy Rebates 
    It’s estimated that swimming pools ac-

count for as much as 17% of energy costs in 

homes.  You can reduce your energy costs 

by replacing your existing single speed pump 

with a variable speed pump.  Ameren will 

pay you $275 to make the switch.  You can 

save up to $300 annually in energy costs.  

Coupled with Manufacturers Rebates this 

can be quite a price savings.  With the com-

bined rebates you can replace your old single 

speed pump for a more energy efficient vari-

able speed pump for around the same cost 

of a single speed pump. 
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   While nitrates won’t physi-

cally hurt you they can cause a 

lot of problems with the pool.  

Unfortunately at this time there 

is no direct way to remove ni-

trates from the pool other than 

draining out some water and 

replacing with fresh.   

   We can test for both nitrates 

and phosphates in store. If you 

are having issues with your pool 

we will be happy to help you.  

We can save you lost money 

spent on chemicals if nitrates 

and phosphates are present by 

testing, treating and preventing.    

Why does my spa feel like sandpaper? 



Variable Speeds Pumps with Automation 
Continued from Front Page 

Pump Priming Troubleshooting 

control and scheduling from anywhere with 

your smartphone.   In this digital modern age 

you can adjust your pump speed, set water 

temperature and turn on/off your pool lights 

conveniently from your smart phone while 

you are on the go.   Have an Amazon Alexa 

voice control?  Yep you guessed it Alexa will 

help you operate your pool with the new 

Omni VS.  If you have additional items such 

as backyard lighting you can add an additional 

Smart Relay to control your extra accessories. 

   With an industry-leading energy efficiency 

rating you are capable of saving up to 90% in 

energy costs per year.  If you would like to 

figure your savings to switch to a variable 

speed pump visit http://www.hayward-

pool.com/shop/en/pools/EnergyCalculator 

to calculate your average savings based 

on size of pool, KW charge and time 

pool pump runs on different speeds.  

Switching to a variable speed pump can 

potentially pay for itself in the first 

couple of year.  Ameren has also been 

running some good energy rebates for 

switching to a single speed pump  to a 

variable speed to take some of the strain 

off the summer energy grid.  Hayward also 

runs some system rebates during the pool 

season as well.   

  With the control pad you can easily re-

duce your pump speed to save money and 

cut down noise coming from your pool 

equipment area.   

   Being a Totally Hayward partner if we 

install your pump your warranty will go 

from a one year standard to a three year 

warranty on parts.  Contact us today to 

discuss your options to upgrade!    

turn to filter and then restart the pump. 

   Check the skimmer to make sure that 

the gizzmo or winterizing plug has been 

removed and that the weir door 

(skimmer flapper) isn’t stuck shut so no 

water can go through. 

   Check your returns to make sure that 

the winterizing plugs are out and that 

there are no obstructions in the opening.   

   Check your valves to make sure that 

they are all the way open and that a suc-

tion or return line isn’t stuck part way 

causing water flow to be to slow to prime 

the pump. 

   On an aboveground pool make sure 

that your filter valve is in the filter posi-

tion and not the closed or winter posi-

tion.  In-ground pools will want the filter 

on backwash on start up to remove the 

antifreeze from the lines. 

   Aboveground pools make sure that 

your hoses are on the multiport valve 

correctly for return and skimmer lines.   

  Double check to make sure the pump 

lid is lubricated with a silicone based lube 

and seated correctly on the housing so 

that you aren’t getting air bubbles and 

making a tight seal. 

  Check all your o-rings and unions to make 

sure they are sealed properly and are not 

missing parts.   

   Check the drain plug on the front of your 

plug that it has been installed correctly and 

isn’t loose.  If it is a little loose you can add 

several wraps of Teflon tape to the plug 

and then carefully screw back in.  Be care-

ful not to over tighten the plug as it can 

crack the housing or strip the threads. 

   On your suction side make sure that you 

haven’t developed an air leak over the win-

ter.  On an above ground pool the hoses 

can get pinholes in them that allow just 

enough air in that you can’t prime the 

pump.  You can check to see if the hose 

has any leaks by spraying some soapy water 

on the hose and watch for air bubbles.  

Over the winter mice can be quite the cul-

prit for putting tiny pinholes in hoses that 

are undetectable to the human eye.   

   You can also try putting a garden hose 

down into the skimmer and forcing water 

through to prime the pump.   

   If you have tried all these things and still 

can’t get your pump to prime please call 

our office to set up a service call we will be 

happy to help you.   

   There’s nothing worse than facing the open-

ing of the pool for the season with excite-

ment...family standing by anxiously waiting to 

jump in and have fun...and the pump won’t 

prime.  Uh Oh.  Here’s some tricks and tech-

niques to help you troubleshoot the priming 

problem and leaving you looking like the pool 

starting hero you are. 

   When you prime the pool pump for the first 

time of the season it is helpful to add 2 gallons 

of water to the pump to help it prime.  Let the 

pump run for 5 minutes, if it hasn’t caught 

prime then turn it off and add 2 to 3 more 

gallons of water and try again.  You can do this 

2 to 3 times.  If you still haven’t caught prime 

with your pump then try looking at these other 

scenarios that might be causing your issues.   

   Always make sure the water level is at least 

half way up the skimmer and not below the 

skimmer.  If you have an in-ground pool that 

you can shut the skimmers off and just run off 

the main drain you can try running off the 

main drain to catch prime while you top off 

your water.  Just don’t forget to open your 

skimmers back up slowly once the water level 

has been corrected.     

   It is easiest to prime the pump when it is on 

recirculate to get prime.  Turn the pump off 
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Do’s and Don’ts of  Pool Openings 

12612 W Farmington Rd     4732 N Brandywine Dr 

Hanna City, IL 61536     Peoria, IL  61614 

Ph. 309-565-4530      Ph. 309-693-4220 

Fax 309-565-4580      Fax 309-693-4227 

Do— Check filter sand before it gets wet for debris or 

organic waste.  Change at least every 3 years or sooner.  

Sand is much easier to change at the beginning of the  

season when it is dry. 

Do— Remove all water and debris off the top of the 

pool cover before trying to remove it. 

Do– Lubricate pump lid gasket, tighten plugs, re-teflon 

fittings if necessary and check for leaks. 

Do- Brush pool walls and vacuum debris off bottom of 

pool. 

Do— Let filter run 12 to 24 hours before securing a pool 

water sample to bring to the store for testing. 

Do—Get your water sample for testing at elbow depth in 

the pool and away from the returns. 

Do—Let filter run continuously until clarity and water 

balance is achieved. 

Do—Adjust return into pool at a 45° angle down and to 

the right for better circulation. 

Don’t—get water and debris from on top of the   

winter cover into the pool, if you do chemicals can 

cost double to clean. 

Don’t—Put any chemicals into pool before testing.   

Don’t—Bring uncirculated water into pool store for 

testing.  All tests will not be accurate. 

Don’t—Put chlorine pucks or sticks in the skimmer 

until the pool has been shocked and a chlorine       

residual has been maintained.  Putting pucks in     

before shocking will make balancing water 2 to 10 

times worse.  You have to overcome the bacteria in 

the water before using tablets to maintain chlorine. 

Don’t—Backwash or clean the filter until a 10#   

pressure increase is noted on the pressure gauge or 

flow slows down back to the pool.  Pool filters work 

at 100% when they are 60% dirty. 

Don’t—Shock the pool unless the pH range is      

between 7.2-7.4 and direct sunlight is off the pool. 
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